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The history of metropolitan culture thus
presents significant potential for further develop‐
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ment. Jean-Louis Robert (Sorbonne, Paris) argued
for an analysis of the different levels of everyday
culture, symbolic culture and collective imagina‐
tion. The cityscape was thus always inhabited, in‐
terpreted and phantasised by contemporaries at
any given time. Only by exploring the interaction
of all three levels will we achieve an appropriate
understanding of the cultural texture of European
cities at war. Comparison will undoubtedly play a
crucial role for future research. Like other
branches, scholars of urban cultural history need
to develop continuous networks of communica‐
tion and co-operation. The group 'Capital Cities at
War' will continue to put this idea into practice by
collective research which constantly employs a
comparative perspective on Paris, London, and
Berlin. The meeting in Berlin produced a highly
productive atmosphere across national academic
cultures - not the least thanks to the generous hos‐
pitality of the ZVGE. Everybody who experienced
this meeting is looking forward to the Zentrum
developing into a major institutional focus for an
increasingly international academic community.
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